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In 2005, we founded an international photography festival in 

Lianzhou. After thirteen years, Lianzhou has become an important 

model for Chinese contemporary photography. We learned from others 

and set our own rules to create a distinctive Chinese photography 

festival. Here, Chinese photography has found an experimental and 

open platform for exchange, and we have built an independent 

means of engaging with photography from elsewhere in the world.

From the early years of the photography festival, scholars, experts 

and curators from the photography, art and intellectual communities 

advocated the establishment of a photography archive in Lianzhou. 

The original intention was that, in addition to presenting photographs 

at the festival, we should make the archive available to photography 

researchers, because China did not have its own photography 

museums and it lacked the basic conditions for this kind of academic 

research.

In the summer of 2013, then-director of the musée Nicéphore Niépce, 

François Cheval, and I arranged for a Lianzhou government delegation 

to visit the musée Nicéphore Niépce in Chalon-sur-Saône, France. On 

this visit, the leaders of the Lianzhou Municipal Government finally 

decided to establish a museum for contemporary photography in 

Lianzhou.

In 2014, at the momentous tenth edition of Lianzhou Foto Festival, 

we first announced the formal launch of the photography museum 

project. We found architectural designers with both local experience 

and international perspectives; incorporating traits of the local 

cultural geography, they provided an architectural plan for the 

museum that combined a local spirit with modern ideas. 

In the three years of construction from 2015 to 2017, the Lianzhou Museum of 

Photography broke ground and developed. In a small mountain city on the fringes of 

the developed Pearl River Delta, we had to overcome difficulties that we never could 

have imagined in creating a modern museum. Eventually, on Lianzhou's oldest extant 

street, Zhongshan Nan Road, we managed to build a photography museum that is 

very contemporary in both architecture and academic background. In the words of 

one city planner, this choice was a catalyst for developing the neighborhood and the 

old city, which sparked the revitalization of the old center of Lianzhou, and will in turn 

drive the development of the entire city. After the photography festival, photography 

may help Lianzhou once again, giving a considerable boost to its economic and 

urban development. If this museum were to have a goal outside of the promotion of 

photography, that might be it. 

In the future, we will exhibit, collect and research Chinese and 

international photography at the Lianzhou Museum of Photography, 

while also developing a range of international cultural exchanges. 

Of course, the museum must confront the world from an academic 

perspective, but it is first and foremost part of Lianzhou's cultural 

landscape. We are building a cultural space for Lianzhou residents, 

who will be the primary visitors to the museum. We are certain that 

photography will take root and flourish in this beautiful city. 

ⅩⅩDuan Yuting



Setting up the Lianzhou Museum of Photography, which is dedicated 

to contemporary photography as a continuation of a festival is, in 

effect, a way to ensure the originality and modernity of the project. 

The first ever public contemporary photography museum in the 

People's Republic of China has a superb asset in its photography 

festival. 

In the space of twelve years, the festival has become a national and 

international reference for anyone with an interest in new trends 

in Chinese photography. It is here, and nowhere else, that the best 

photographers in China come together, showing a range of works that 

is startlingly diverse. It is here, and nowhere else, that the quality and 

originality of their work is measured. Were Lianzhou to act as merely a 

showcase, however excellent, of Chinese contemporary photography, 

that in itself would suffice. But, for the founders of the festival, 

whose aim has always been to constitute an actual museum, only 

when the work is confronted with other photography, whether it be 

Western or Asian, does the festival takes on its real meaning.

The ambition of the Lianzhou Foto Festival has always been to 

provide the public with an education, a panoramic view of what 

is going on in photography. The other main issue at stake is to 

offer artists the chance to grasp the universal use of the medium. 

This ambition has been taken on by the museum which intends to 

examine it in greater depth. 

The museum has been established as a continuation of a major 

event that managed, over time, to make a true place for itself in the 

photographic world thanks to its own openness and the endorsement 

of the profession. It now intends to constitute a collection that is 

representative of photographic creativity from all over the world. 

Educating people about photography is not a vain claim to make 

when Chinese modernity has absolutely taken on board the need for 

including and understanding the nature of the mechanical image. 

Nevertheless, we - the project initiators - are aware of the ambiguity 

of this "art" and the museum is intended as an alternative to 

overheated consumption and shallowness. The architecture of the 

place depicts a fusion between modernity and tradition. The team 

set to run the museum is an example of dialogue itself. The collection 

and programming will be based on a permanent attempt to share, 

to exchange. The identity of the institution, its personality, are also 

based on its local roots, on the museum's strong intention to become 

a showcase for the region, and perhaps, in the end, take part in its 

redefinition. It will never lose touch as it will always be fed by events, 

fertilised by new input. It will answer to a public that is thirsty for 

other images and emotions, from all sources. 

This museum will find its place in the cultural policy of the country 

and in the world of photography thanks to its capacity to produce 

the unprecedented and its refusal to comply with an iconic vision 

of photography in order to, on the contrary, support all types of 

experiment.

ⅩⅩFrançois Cheval 
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Founder and director of Lianzhou Foto Festival, co-founder and co-director of 

the Lianzhou Museum of Photography. Dedicated in curatorship, spreading and 

promotion of China's contemporary photography and management of art projects. 

Nominator for The Hasselblad Award in Photography and Prix Pictet, and the author 

of Ten Years of Contemporary Photography in China 2005-2014 .

2005, initiator of Lianzhou Foto Festival, one of the Top Ten Character of China 

Photography of the Year 2005; November, 2006, invited judge for FOTOBILD, Berlin, 

Germany; January, 2007, invited curator for Chinese Work in PHOTOQUAI, Paris Photo 

Biennale; 2007, member of review panel for Rhubarb-Rhubarb, Birmingham, UK; 

2007, member of review panel for FOTOBILD, Berlin, Germany; April 2008, member 

of jury of the 1st Salonika Photo Biennale 2008, Greece. May 2008, Reviewer for 

FOTOBILD Berlin. May 2009, Reviewer for China Photography Awards; Sep 2009 & 

Sep 2010, Judger for Southern Pocket Film Festival. June 2010 Viewer for 50JPG, 

Geneva; July 2010, Jury for Photography Talent Award, France. Nominator of 2011 

Prix Pictet Photography Prize; Curator in 2012 Moscow Photo Biennale; Nominator 

for the Hasselblad Award 2012; Reviewer for European New Photography Forum 

2014; Reviewer for Houston Photography Biennial 2014; Reviewer for the Festival 

of Light Argentina 2014; Reviewer for Young Art Taipei 2015, Taiwan; Reviewer for 

Houston Photography Biennial 2016; Curator for Kyotographie 2016; Curator for Photo 

Biennale Denmark, 2016; Jury of the LensCulture Exposure Awards, 2017; Reviewer 

for Kyotographie 2017䯥Nominator for Houston Photography Biennial Discovery 

Exhibition 2017.
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© Alban Chassagne

François Cheval was born in 1954 and has a background in history and ethnology. He 

has served as a museum curator since 1982. From 1996 to 2016, he headed the musee 

Nicéphore Niépce in Chalon-sur-Saône. There, Francois Cheval strives to rid photography 

of its old presumptions and to resent photographic originality through new forms of 

museology and revitalized discourse.

As a continuation of projects developed outside museums, he 

continued his activities as artistic director (founder of the BMW 

residence, HSBC Prize for Photography) and curator of exhibitions 

(MuCEM for Marseille-Provence 2013, Pavillon Populaire de Montpellier, 

PhotoEspaña, Rencontres d'Arles, etc). He is the chief curator of the 

2017 edition of Mérignac Photographic Festival. François Cheval is the 

co-founder and co-director of the Lianzhou Museum of Photography, 

the first public museum dedicated to contemporary photography in 

China.





The Lianzhou Museum of Photography (LMP) is located on Zhongshan Nan Road in 

Lianzhou's old city, linking Zhongshan Bei Road, Jianguo Road, and Chenghuang Road. 

In general, this area looks the way it did in the Republican era, remaining relatively 

intact as a historical and cultural neighborhood. In recent years, the old streets of the 

old city have contrasted notably with modern urban development. The construction of 

the museum is the key to and an important driver of the rejuvenation of Lianzhou's old 

city, but it is also an important symbol and milestone in the city's development. 

Designed by O-office Architects, a young architectural firm based in 

Guangzhou, the architecture of LMP is comprised of two interlocking 

buildings, one old, and one new. The design concept is rooted in the 

urban context of old Lianzhou. The form of the new building blends 

fully with the urban texture of old Lianzhou. Inspired by the "large 

Lianzhou style houses" in the old city, three continuous sloped planes 

cover the building; they create vertical variations in the interior 

space and form a contrast with the adjacent three-story flat-roofed 

old building. The façade extends the continuous roof onto the street, 

transforming the entire new building into a roof for this "large house". 

As a result, both exhibitions and public events all take place under 

the "same roof". A roof garden and an outdoor theater link the old and 

new buildings of the museum, and the space between the buildings 

is completely open to the public, becoming a part of the urban fabric. 

After the architects learned about Lianzhou's local architectural materials and 

construction methods, they proposed using many locally-produced materials that 

were unique to the area, including dark gravel, steel plate, light brick walls, and green 

tiles. The green tiles on the continuous roof of the new building are the only decorative 

touch, and the arrangement of the tiles produces a rich texture. In contrast to the 

way these tiles are laid on old-style roofs, the new building's construction retained 

some of the gaps between the green tiles to allow for air flow between the interior 

courtyard and the outside, a unique construction method suited to the local climate. In 

addition to fully utilizing the width and height of the site to control direct sunlight, the 

architects employed a number of architectural techniques in the interior courtyard and 

stilted construction to reduce day-to-day energy consumption. Installing a split-grade 

climate control system for different functional spaces reduces the museum's energy 

consumption and guarantees flexibility in later use.

Visitors can use the stairs, the two elevators, the sloping paths, 

or other vertical transportation methods to explore the museum's 

internal space, which is both a three-dimensional courtyard and a 

miniature city. Urban life and artistic events come together here; LMP 

is Chinese photography's top space for exhibition and collection , but 

it is also an urban public space for local events and culture. 

Cross-section view © Lianzhou Museum of Photography / O-office Architects

Main exhibition hall © Lianzhou Museum of Photography / O-office Architects



Garden View - Ground Floor

© Lianzhou Museum of Photography / O-office Architects
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媑犦簍

鰥偔叾
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墴杚鮩昤竑·閾瀷䇕

梪棾姉桹粯縁
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Zhuang Hui was born in 1963 in Yumen Town, Gansu Province, China. 

He is one of the key figures in China's New Photo movement in the 

1990s. He currently lives and works in Beijing. He began his artistic 

career as an oil painter and subsequently shifted to performance-

based art and photography. 

During his engaged and fruitful artistic career, Zhuang Hui 

participated in a number of exhibition including Xi'an Art Museum, 

Xi'an (2015); Galleria Continua, Beijing (2014); Folkwang Museum, 

Bonn (2014); 9th Shanghai Biennale, Power Station of Art, Shanghai 

(2012); Today Art Museum, Beijing (2011); YUZ Museum, Jakarta (2010); 

Salt Lake Art Center, Salt Lake City (2009); The Groninger Museum, 

Groningen (2008); Tate Modern, Liverpool (2007); Galleria Continua, 

Les Moulins, Paris (2007); Galleria Continua, San Gimignano (2006); 

Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin (2005); Kunstmuseum Bern, Bern 

(2005); Musée d'art contemporain de Lyon, Lyon (2004); Centre 

Pompidou, Paris (2003); Deichtorhallen Hamburg, Hamburg (2002); 

Beyeler Art Museum, Basel (2001); Ghent Art Center, Ghent (1999). 

He also participated in the 48th International Art Exhibition Venice 

Biennale, Venice (1999).
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Zhuang Hui was one of the key figures in China's New Photo movement in the 1990s. 

His interest in art stemmed from his father, a traveling photographer. Zhuang's work 

explores the relationship between the public and private realms, as well as individual 

identity within a constantly-evolving society; these explorations are deeply rooted in 

the lands of China, with its stubborn energy and vitality.

Zhuang Hui's first widely-recognized work imitated group photographs that were 

common at a specific point in Chinese history. The series focused on groups of 

workers, farmers, soldiers, and students from all over China, exploring the intensified 

socialization of the Chinese people at a specific point in history. In a creative career 

spanning more than twenty years, Zhuang has attempted to personally experience the 

multiple complex situations associated with this transitional period in Chinese society, 

creating works such as "One and Thirty", "Chashan County", "Factory Floor", and 

"Yumen Project".

In "Qilian Range", Zhuang returned to the landscapes of his hometown, transforming 

his concern and compassion for reality into the silent observation of nature. When he 

looks to the external world and returns to his own life, the form of this new work no 

longer seems important, but in the end, all of the questions of art are asked for the 

sake of that final question.
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Qilian Range-03, 2011-2016



妵㪕跣嗴 -1䯖廟鯆詁㒂㯵䯖羕鐂荎贜鈵㩸鲚䁗䯖2014

Zhuang Hui Solo Exhibition-1, Boluozhuangjing  County, Western Inner Mongolia, 2014

鴛妘 -輕齲厙艊僝児䯖1992-2002

Ten Years-Girl from Fenghuang District, 1992-2002



䅏啯絆竑·焿欨䯖1942妘熱羠鲋飝樴賣穚酾ー䯖1970妘蠩炓銊蹺䯖粷墡慘羠牆鲋鄟郿、

鮪骼㫝鲕鴛妘艊掟嬁壎羠猌䄄䯖焿欨婠襫鑫跣鳏呝斾艊頯梮鉢跀䯖忞惤掟艊掟嬁

慘閔侸樭屟竊豸晹鳏镾瀷、鞲䅏啯媈䈈孭·壔嶼槇陸嶗諍鮩俓·斛壉昤艊鐞絹䯖勢

驅竑·揦趺艊薴礣。惛昤醎鎢昤杛㓅嶗簄厸髦艊嬁絹䯖焿欨忞惤掟艊㫥鲢槪宺屟

艊礣穻@諦鑫頯梮。暚啹嶗縟趵掟嬁、

侸妘棾䯖焿欨惤掟㫓瑪絑艁侸梪︹Vogue︺棇宺艊啌䉳礣䯖謾慘

閔⺖晹斶熱穼窹騷舽䯖鞲︹瓋蓴︺。︹暚魍囈騷︺勢︹暚啹颩騚︺䯖

鞲暚⺸薴礣勢掦瓋暺曐。䒋鞇潣忲。甡蘚嶗謖鳏鐞絹、焿欨惤掟

㫓斶艁漛侸咲俋矇駡誒䯒偧杚惛㫊。棜醎昤。䉃雲牰嶗䒮倈簍訵䯓

艊妭鶯倀斶鴛㯵偡驌鶻翄嬁艊犦悞䯖藥愥＃棅澰瀷啯￥嶗＃頯鼬

螻宎嫚￥訵䯖妛啂甡艁侸㯵翄㓉妭鶯、

桭㫝䯖黥蹉騚艀鲈跫偔粀戦鲂鑫䅏啯絆竑·焿欨俋餚壵蹺銷覈䯒OBE䯓䯖飨ィ嫿謾酽

羠唻掟嬁頯梮艊㠧篻、

Albert Watson, born in 1942 in Edinburgh, Scotland, immigrated to the United States in 

1970 and is now based in New York. During his almost five decades behind the camera, 

he has created a body of work and a diversity of photographs that are unparalleled. 

From portraits of Alfred Hitchcock and Steve Jobs, beauty shots of Kate Moss, to Las 

Vegas landscapes and pictures of monkeys, Albert Watson has blended art, fashion and 

commercial photography into some of the most iconic images ever seen. 

Over the years, Albert Watson's photographs have also appeared 

on more than 100 covers of Vogue worldwide and been featured in 

countless other publications, from Rolling Stone to Time to Harper's 

Bazaar  - many of the photographs are fashion shots or portraits of 

rock stars, rappers, actors and other celebrities. He also has created 

the photography for hundreds of ad campaigns for major companies, 

such as Prada, Levi's, Revlon and Chanel. He has shot dozens of 

Hollywood movie posters, such as "Kill Bill" and "Memoirs of a Geisha" 

and has also directed more than 100 TV commercials.

Recently, Queen Elizabeth II awarded Albert Watson an Order of 

the British Empire (OBE) for his lifetime contribution to the art of 

photography.



Janus is the roman god of the beginnings and the ends, he is also the god of the 

doors and the choices.

This exhibition is a way to present the diversity of Albert Watson's work while 

revealing the unity of his art.

An occasion to insist on the idea that humanity is not univocal. It is like the roman 

god Janus, who has two faces. 

The one who pretends to define Humanity with a single side is mistaken.

The beauty of photography lies in this ambivalence between document and fiction.

« I am the door : if somebody goes in through me, he will be saved. » - Janus 

䇖犧昤蹰鈵䖂蜶㛣跤婩僔醮鄮酁躐蜶䯖鲱曧戭諎䃸醮㬕愞躐蜶、

澑嗴㓋暅鮪薟粷䅏啯絆竑·焿欨頯梮攝慘艊侸廬屟䯖讜暚挀蛵謾酛酽屟、

酽漛鱧呯慇熱鳏屟妛晹呯媀艊梽＝、 澐偧鈵䖂蜶蜏䇖犧昤䯖骼忞愗桹艊儕䉳、

㮰鲢壺⺸镾羮麇駁酽䉳呯躏鳏屟艊鳏㰊曧䀨㛵艊、

罌掟嬁躐銊牐獆鲋鄅呺醮麉椨䄄㫥蓎荋躐跤、

＃彿蹰䃸䯤偧餄桹鳏㬦㫓彿䯖宍啔嬱敿、￥  - 䇖犧昤

烐忲䯖鳏炓餚䇕鄅寳藨䯖譯鲷䯖1979

Sailor, Monument to the People's Heroes, Beijing, 1979



醢壵槪窅䯖鴛鲕誑駡㣵䯖惛昤醎鎢昤䯖2001

The God Sign, Route 15, Las Vegas, 2001

俋氈·䞩黥䯖鄟郿䯖1996

David Bowie, New York City, 1996



媑犦簍鲋 1957妘羠鲋跤蹺妭墕、1988妘嶗詆侳蠐瀕跤蹺掟嬁咲姉

㮍贋鎢魳謖艊熴蹺䅏啯寫掟嬁頺䯖曧桭暆踵㒂昷跫翨忞㚪㛌艊跤

蹺掟嬁魯䀚鳏窹、媑犦簍桪鲋緤佖爔橔穚蹉鞈掟嬁贜窹䒛倀踹䧍

倿啯钘昤掟嬁蹕絹翍娡訵蹺䅕銊梮䒛蹁ǹ跣嗴、骼艊慘閔⺖緤佖

爔橔穚蹉鞈掟嬁贜窹䒛。醢犦嫕魍頯梮贜窹䒛。醢犦掟嬁頯梮跤

宆。攢鲷蠐昷銊梮䒛 。譯鲷醑嬁⊕掟嬁頯梮跤宆倀癛爳峾喺艀攣

鶜閔忞敒鶜、粷鲋跤蹺妭墕嶗熴蹺墴䧵嗋賓倀墡慘、

Born in Guangzhou in 1957. One of the pioneers of experimental photography in China, 

Zhang Hai'er and four other Chinese photographers were invited to participate in the 

prestigious Arles Photography Festival in 1988 in France, the beginning of international 

exposure of Chinese photography to the western world. He has held solo exhibitions at 

Image Fotografisk Galleri (Aarhus, Denmark) in 1995 and Musée de l'Élysée  (Lausanne, 

Switzerland) in 1993. His work is collected by Fondation Danielle Mitterrand (Paris, 

France); Musée de l'Élysée (Lausanne, Switzerland); White Rabbit Collection (Sydney, 

Australia); Power Station of Art (Shanghai, China), Shanghai Center of Photography 

(Shanghai, China), Sifang Art Museum (Nanjing, China) and Taikang Space (Beijing, 

China). He currently lives and works in Guangzhou, China and Paris, France. 



醢跫鄅馬鴛妘魍䯖鮪俋侸斶跤蹺掟嬁咲髦㫤煫桹婩僔粷魍踽躏嶯躏醢艊攝

慘暚䯖媑犦簍喥墱鄽﨧佪蹺䅕鑫、＃蠐桸嬁＝￥躐謚跤蹺掟嬁艊踽牐曧鄅

呺掟嬁嶗熼瓙艊煛䫀掟嬁䯖骼艊︹鰥偔叾︺飨酽蟢鮪嫕暚嵚跫䖝隊艊蹕絹

䎴㒉鑫掟嬁艊踽牐㢩嚌䯖妛訅酽漛嗴蛵鑫榚蟢＃屟時艊㓅荱￥䯖㫤桹骼㮰

⺖謚棾鍎浧鏖艊＃朎誤荁梽鍖鲲羠艊浧赹嬁絹￥䯖酽賽㰊瑧靕骼唻粷呺艊

敽巃飨倀廟宆艊佦尒発砮、澐偧䨂呏·䅏綫趺嶗偝艊⺖掟鍎䄄＃籹茻￥艊唻

㓉鞶䯖媑犦簍鮪䉳唻㮰鲢㫓姪褃粷屟時嶯嚌艊＃鰥偔叾￥暚䯖骼誆桹羮桭

鬢籹艊昷媀棾螻姉偝髦唻靕㦳屟時艊㬃岤䯖榚蟢蠿姪醢䯖㫥樭唻㓉艊酁楇

雩曧鮪㛞䃾翇棈蛼＝醣艊屟時㓅荱、讜暚䯖鮪㮰跣妘魍骼忞椥踵糪㓉艊掟

嬁嫮㠮躐銊䯖謾呺曧珣梐㬦㫓嬁絹艊㠮巃棾㭈謭＃莏呺￥艊鐍絔、

In the 1980s, when the majority of Chinese photographers had not begun making art in the modernist 

sense, the photographer Zhang Hai'er was already well-known. The mainstream of Chinese 

photography after the April Photography Society consisted of documentary photography and 

ubiquitous salon photography, but the astonishing photographs of his Bad Girls series subverted 

mainstream tastes. This first presentation of a sexual gaze, as well as his blurry images caused by 

a shaking camera (which were later much-imitated), all came from his sensitivity to reality and his 

internal intensity. Like Diane Arbus' straightforward focus on her subjects, Zhang Hai'er confronted 

the "bad girls" who over-emphasized sexuality; he simply used the most direct way of reflecting 

their fascination with their own sexuality. To a certain extent, the result of this direct examination 

was the close questioning of the sexual gaze within a patriarchal society. The formal beauty of the 

photographs that he cherished was really a longing for the texture of the truth presented through the 

texture of photography.

焗錎瓖䯖妭墕䯖1994

Tang Cuiying, Guangzhou, 1994



㡻鲱鬉䯖妭墕䯖1989

Zhao Yiping, Guangzhou, 1989

钘瑧験䯖墴䧵䯖2003

Hu Yuanli dans un uniforme militaire de la marine française, Paris, 2003



Baptiste Rabichon was born in Montpellier in 1987, he now lives and works in Paris. 

墴杚鮩昤竑·閾瀷䇕鲋 1987妘熱羠鲋鯆嬐濕≧䯖粷鮪羠牆嶗墡慘

鲋墴䧵、

鮪叧雳鑫㲍㱟恖梮謚䯖閾瀷䇕 2009妘頌嬔鑫訅彺蹺襫䗮訵銊梮

叧䅳叧雳䯖2011妘頌嬔㳚暪蹺襫頯梮叧䅳叧雳䯖2012妘頌嬔熴蹺

銊梮叧䅳叧雳妛鲋 2014妘瀸趵、2015妘鲋熴蹺蹺咲粷魍頯梮墡

慘咇喥㜁妛鲋 2017妘瀸趵、

骼鮪 2015妘鲋墴䧵 Crous Art 翍娡蹁窩鑫䒫漛跣嗴、㫝梕骼艊

慘閔鮪蹕啯哃熴蹺蹺咲粷魍頯梮墡慘咇。墴䧵䇖啯㜀 ·孭昤▕

喺翍娡。墴䧵 Villa Emerige訵鰱嗴熱、骼曧 2017妘呹䖂䖑鰱㚧

陝嬱値鍎、

After oenology studies he went to the Dijon ENSA in 2009, the Lyons 

ENSBA in 2011 and finally the Paris ENSBA (Beaux-arts school) in 2012, 

which he graduated in 2014. In 2015 he went to the Studio National 

des Arts Contemporains (Le Fresnoy) and graduated from there in 2017 

with honors.

He held his first solo exhibition at the Crous Art gallery in Paris in 2015. 

Recently his works were  exhibited at the Fresnoy in Tourcoing, the 

Arnaud Deschin gallery and at the Villa Emerige in Paris. He is the 2017 

laureate of the BMW Residency.

㫥鲢倇傉。糪蠮醮箏竑艊窹鬣䯖宍䎍⺖蠙踵礣穻䯖呅髦嫮尓侸樭䯖曧㡱昤壦㳚嬱昤颭艤艊妢

㓌躐藣穻、呅髦曧酽唻熴蹺掟嬁諍赗豈掤壉艊酽漛彾楇䯖酽鯫呺䖢䯖鮪謾跤嶎㝧㭔㓄唻©俋

魯ǹ鍎艊圷愊、酽姫颭艤㛤羠鑫䯖鮪榚鲢暀厸㳚䯖儨娞·鲳濕·螆陸昤·⿺啯贜竑徏䅏絆竑·愛

樴壦倝㚾＝粷㦳鲋澑、骼髦㤸澒㡶謭㫥瀕蟢歓颭梸艊妘㪇艤酾䯖妛酓鲂蟢蟢桹羮艊婠㚴、

鮪㫥愗桹晹䅡詵镾屟艊呏呯跫翨跤䯖酽賽鞲澑誼踵歓窹、㫥㩸誼酘䉯䙬熴慘蜸、墴杚鮩

昤竑 ·閾瀷䇕鱧呯鍖椥謾敽䀟䯖捗啀時樭艊廬踃飨㜎㛀莏呺、蹕絹俢詛昷謭䯖鳏髦㬃俢鲋

趿楁䯖醮靕磢玈猺醭玜、唻嶗㜖艊㬉烢墱狆俢酽鲢暀厸䯖漲鞣戭諎菑跣鉢烢嬱呝斾艊㫓蠿䯖

麇駁▕鲋絔屟艊嶎熴㰊醭㫓曧唻㫥㫓蠿艊妔怽、慘踵酽跣偡艊艤酾䯖嶯嚌菑墴杚鮩昤竑·閾瀷

䇕雩曧酽謖偡艊墡鷹䯖鍖骼艊忲醢拠菑桭偡艊墡錨、镵穻醮斶蔅䯖酽賽飨綾酽艊饅燍⺖@諦䯖

鮪嫕醣酓鲂酽蟢昦巃屟䯖酽麋醐窹桹瞝艊侐昷䯖窹㠮艊酽蟢羠噯嫮媀、鍖銊䯖㫥⺖䂏蹼惸酘

艊嶎熴䯖飨瑪昦艊嫮尓熱粷鲋澑䯖㫥曧帍穚艊鎽茒䯖曧羠噯䯖窹㠮醮歓窹艊酽漛嶗㓦、

There are these strange, rare and unique objects, which must be called photographs, of various 

forms, fragments of visions of the garden of Hesperides. They are the result of a specific action 

on the French photographic scene, an experiment in which fantasy meets admiration for the great 

ancestors. In this setting, it is possible to see Fox Talbot or Renger-Patzsch on certain days. They 

walk there and give some useful advice to this young gardener, this man who glows flower.

Everything is henceforth plants in a stable world where no proposition seems incongruous. There is 

nothing magical about this transformation. With perseverance, and a great acuity, Baptiste Rabichon 

searches for other elements to talk about the real. In a photograph without direction, one loses 

oneself in a jungle where man is no longer distinguished from nature. The search for harmony, an 

idea that was fled a few years ago, presides over the realization of the individual as a complete 

being. The requirements of reason only intervene in the manufacturing process. As a good gardener, 

that is to say, a good craftsman, Baptiste Rabichon tries hard on the best methods. Analog and 

digital, everything is mingled with a single concern, the demand to give at this time a new sensibility, 

an animistic prescription, living forms of matter. Beauty, another idea long rejected, appears here in 

the form of a loving union, the reconciliation between beings, objects and plants.
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Lianzhou Foto / Lianzhou Museum of Photography Office

86-20-83491415

lianzhoufoto01@gmail.com 

妭墕壈㢐蟐嶼雲單昦棡筧酁㣵 14誑

No.14 Tuanjie Rd; Overseas Chinese New Town, 

Yuexiu district, Guangzhou, P.c.510095

www.LMoP.org.cn

www.lianzhoufoto.com

Follow us on WeChat / Facebook: lianzhoufoto
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瑧㚧陝婠詀壎鲇烏忞䯒O-office Architects䯓羾婠詀壎駁擊鋾醮鮶瓖

鲋 2007妘攝婠鲋攢跤蹺妭墕䯖鮪寚㬫╙壈誼㫧蠿嫕跤墮慁豕趵艊

頻䉪醮陸壽䯖瓕尒硰嵔㬉啀墱妭熼俢詛艊廟鮪裶䄄嶗╙壈羠牆梪

瑧、瑧㚧陝啔婠詀㛄㚧慘踵熼誼㰊壈跤艊婠椨醮珪證䯖啿㛛婠襫

酽倧㣮㢐╙壈。裶䄄。頯梮嶗蔠裮艊醝諦㛄㚧詇耚、

O-office Architects is a Guangzhou-based practice established 

by He Jianxiang (received his MArch from KU Leuven, Belgium) 

and Jiang Ying (graduated from école d'architecture de Versailles) 

in 2007. Motivated to explore new architectural possibilities in 

contemporary southern Chinese urban context, O-office tests their 

design methodology in projects across different scales, from urban 

design, architecture, renovation, landscape to even exhibition and 

furniture design.

www.o-officearch.com

www.another-lab.com

Architectural Design: O-office Architects

Graphic Design: another design

婠詀㛄㚧 : 瑧㚧陝婠詀壎鲇烏忞

妕䉳㛄㚧 : another design
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